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HealthStore®
BridgeHead’s HealthStore® is an independent healthcare data
repository that helps organizations consolidate, store, protect and
access healthcare information that exists outside their EHR.

Benefits
Reduce Your Security and Legal Risks
Retire vulnerable legacy solutions that pose a higher risk for security threats and data loss.
With HealthStore, you can develop a centralized strategy leveraging a secure, modern platform
to help preserve valuable data and mitigate risks.

Manage All Your Medical Images
Provide a single view for all your patient imaging data from radiology, cardiology, the
emergency department (ED), ophthalmology, dermatology and any other discipline with
medical images, to build independence into your enterprise imaging strategy.

Provide Better Continuity of Care
Remove data silos by consolidating your patient information and making it easily available to
clinicians as part of a 360-degree view of a patient’s full medical history.

Improve Your Clinical Workflow
Reduce the need to log into multiple systems to access the complete patient history. With
HealthStore you can access records directly from within your EMR.

Retire Costly Legacy Applications

KEY FEATURES
∂ Intuitive user interface
∂ Easy web access or accessible
directly through the EMR

∂ Supports unstructured, DICOM,
HL7 & XDS data types

∂ Store, view, analyze and export
discrete data types

∂ User security (LDAP)
∂ Full DICOM image viewer
∂ Multi-data point search
∂ Bulk print
∂ Audit trails/logs
∂ Data encryption
∂ On-site or Cloud deployment

Eliminate the costly license and maintenance fees of legacy systems and free up your IT
resources to focus on more mission critical projects for your organization.

HealthStore® in the Cloud
HealthStore® in the Cloud takes the strain off
your IT organization and provides a flexible and
scalable environment for all your archiving needs.
BridgeHead’s global Cloud solution runs within
the secure Microsoft Azure environment and is
proactively monitored 24/7/365 to guard against
the latest security threats and provide optimal
performance. HealthStore® in the Cloud helps set
the stage for more robust reporting and better
analytics of your valuable healthcare information.

STORE PROTECT SHARE

HealthStore® Solutions
HealthStore® Express: A cost efficient archive solution ideal for decommissioning old,
expensive legacy applications. HealthStore Express provides easy centralized access to your
healthcare data. It enables HIMs, finance, and HR groups to store, protect and easily access
patient and operational records in the form of files or discrete data.

HealthStore® VNA: A robust Enterprise Imaging solution designed to meet the
performance and real-time requirements for consolidating, storing, protecting and viewing
medical images. HealthStore VNA supports the workflows for many departments such as
radiology, cardiology, dermatology, the emergency department (ED), and even wound care.
HealthStore VNA works with many different file types in their native formats, including: DICOM,
GIF, JPEG, MPEG, PDF, PNG, and TIFF.

HealthStore® Enterprise: A real-time clinical records viewing solution that can be
an extension to your EHR. During a patient visit, caregivers can access the patient medical
history and view previous records, such as: medications, labs, observations, summary reports
or images that have not been natively captured by the current EHR. This information can be
seemlessly linked in real-time to the EHR, filtered and easily viewed while caring for a patient.

HealthStore® Insight: A flexible and scalable solution for gaining valuable, patient, clinical,
and operational insights through reporting or analysis of your centralized healthcare data.
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With over 25 years’ experience in
data and storage management,
BridgeHead Software is trusted by
over 1,200 hospitals worldwide.
Today, BridgeHead Software
helps healthcare facilities
overcome challenges stemming
from rising data volumes and
increasing storage costs while
delivering peace of mind around
how to CONSOLIDATE, STORE,
PROTECT and SHARE clinical and
administrative information.
BridgeHead’s Healthcare Data
Management (HDM) solutions are
designed to work with any hospital’s
chosen applications and storage
hardware, regardless of vendor,
providing greater choice, flexibility
and control over the way data is
managed, now and in the future.
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Figure 1 - HealthStore offers solutions to meet all your healthcare data repository needs
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Engagement Process
BridgeHead’s team of experts can work with you to determine what and how best to
consolidate and archive your data. Whether it’s medical images, patient medical records,
financial statements or human resource information, BridgeHead can help recommend a
strategy that’s right for your organization.
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For more information on how
BridgeHead Software can help
lower the cost and administrative
burden of managing your
healthcare data, contact us at:
info@bridgeheadsoftware.com
or visit: bridgeheadsoftware.com
Follow BridgeHead on Twitter at:
www.twitter.com/BridgeHeadHDM
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